Public Works Projects (PWP)

Request Expression Of Interest (EOI)

For

Development & Implementation of an Integrated Management Information System (IMIS) software solution for Public Works Project (PWP)

INVITATION TO SUBMIT EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

The Public Works Project was established in mid-1996, and the Public Works Project receives various funds from different donors like the World Bank, UN agencies, Islamic Development Bank, USAID, Arab Fund for development, and many other donors to implement small and medium-sized projects that positively affect the improvement of infrastructure and human conditions in Yemen.

The consultant firm may visit the official website of PWP YEMEN http://www.pwpyemen.org to understand the activities carried out by PWP.

PWP has an MIS developed by local staff and improved to cover most of the activities carried out by PWP including planning, procurement, implementation follow up, payment for consultant and contractors and so on. PWP has accounting system linked partially to MIS. Based on TOR that prepared for the purpose of developing integrated project management and financial systems, and filling the gabs still not fulfilled, the Public Works Project now invites Expressions of Interest (EOI) from companies and service providers for Software and Systems Development Services, as well as other IT related services, with the intent of enter into specific service agreement(s) in this context with eligible vendors. Selected vendors will be eligible to provide services of participating in the full software development lifecycle on site/offsite.

It is expected that vendors will be able to provide this service with high standard. Doing business outside of Yemen and around the world will be an added advantage.

All forms/required documents needed for submitting the Expression of Interest (EOI) are available on the website at www.pwpyemen.org.

The Expression of Interest shall basically contain information on the following:

- range of relevant consulting services offered;
- qualification and experience of relevant professionals and technical personnel currently maintained;
- track record and experience of the firm in similar assignment including list of major clients served; and
✓ any other relevant and valuable information that supports the firm’s position and demonstrates its capabilities to provide a service.

The Expression of Interest shall be submitted in original and duplicate copy, including a soft copy on a CD, and should be received either through mail (pwpyemen.y.ye) or by hand to PWP-PMU, with office address at Almahrookat street Maeen district – Sana.a not later than Mar 5, 2022, 1:00pm.

On the basis of the above information, PWP shall draw up the shortlist of Companies/Service Providers Only short-listed Companies/Service Providers will be invited to submit technical and financial proposals.

Interested Consultants may obtain further information from PWP-PMU at the above office address on or before March 6, 2022 9:00-2:00PM. Submission of the EOI could be sent to it_manager@pwpyemen.org.

PWP reserves the right to accept or reject any Expression of Interest, and to annul the selection process and reject all Expression at any time, without thereby incurring any liability to the affected Companies/Service Providers.
Request for Expression of Interest

The Public Works Project was established in mid-1996, and the Public Works Project receives various funds from different donors like the World Bank, UN agencies, Islamic Development Bank, USAID, Arab Fund for development, and many other donors to implement small and medium-sized projects that positively affect the improvement of infrastructure and human conditions in Yemen.

The consultant firm may visit the official website of PWP YEMEN [http://www.pwpyemen.org](http://www.pwpyemen.org) to understand the activities carried out by PWP.

PWP has an MIS developed by local staff and improved to cover most of the activities carried out by to PWP including planning, procurement, implementation follow up, payment for consultant and contractors and so on. PWP has accounting system linked partially to MIS and also other systems to cover some other activities. Public Works Project intends to develop an integrated system which necessary for the conduct of its all business activities. The system expected to perform integrally to process all activities either perform by modules of MIS, or financial, accounting, administrative and organizational processes such as human resources management, operational procurement, stores, and others, so that these systems will work within one framework and one database, and be fully integrated and automated.

Therefore, a comprehensive analysis were conducted to identify the gaps and deficiencies in the current systems and to propose solutions to bring all the systems under one system based on the concepts of automation, as well as to identify the functions and features that must be provided in the system and its structure.

Service provider should perform analysis to identify the foundations, concepts and determinants based on which it is possible to design and develop an integrated system that achieves the objectives of automating operations and changing the structure of the system to become modular using the latest and higher technology available in the IT market.

The service provider should take in consideration that all the source code of all modules and any used programming libraries related to the system will be delivered to PWP and the preparation and development of all modules to be in an environment on the development server.

All database either of current MIS(SQL server) or accounting system (Oracle Database) should be transferred and incorporated to the new system.
Within the requirements explained, the PWP calls for an Expression of Interest (EOI) from companies and service providers of software development services, in addition to other services related to information and communication technology, with the intent of establishing a service agreement(s) with qualified vendors to allow the establishment and operation of this project and to provide technology specialists to carry out the development of the required system.

Selected vendors will be eligible to provide services ranging from participation in the full on-site/off-site software development lifecycle, and depending on the documentation provided by PWP.

This document contains instructions on the preparation and submission of the Application including Annex A:

1. Submission Details
   a. The Expression of Interest shall be submitted in a sealed envelope super scribed with “EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (EOI) FOR Development & Implementation of IMIS software for PWP
   b. The Application must be submitted on one original and one copy, including a soft copy on a CD, and envelop must be marked “Original” and “Copy” as appropriate. If there are any discrepancies between the original and the copy the original governs. Both envelopes shall be placed in an outer envelope and sealed. The outer envelope shall be labeled with the submission address, reference number and title of the Project and name of the Company/Service Provider.
   c. The Application must be submitted in English language. All required information must be provided, responding clearly and concisely to all the points set out.

i.

2. Documents to furnish
   Documents to be furnished are:
   a) Letter of Authorization
   b) EOI document with each page duly stamped and signed by the Authorized signatory.
   c) Declaration- Expression of interest.
   d) Supporting documents.
   e) Any other information which proponent may like to provide.
   f) PWP reserves the right to call for any clarifications confined in the broad scope, wherever such a clarification become necessary for proper judgment in evaluation.

3. Point to be considered:
   a) A detailed description must be provided on how the requirements specified in this document match the capability, experience, knowledge and expertise of the Company/Service Provider.
   b) When expressing interest as an entity, the vendor must highlight their most recent projects and geographical experiences relevant to the TOR, as well as its management capacity.
   c) If a consultant is submitting an EOI as a joint venture (JV), the EOI will be submitted by the lead firm or lead partner, and should clearly identify each joint venture partner.
d) When expressing interest as an individual, consultants offer up-to-date information on how their qualifications and experiences conform to the tasks requirements.

e) Applications may be modified or withdrawn in writing, prior to the closing time specified in this Request for EOI. Applications shall not be modified or withdrawn after the deadline.

f) The Company/Service Provider shall bear all costs associated with the preparation and submission of the Application and PWP will not in any case be responsible and liable for the costs incurred.

g) All information given in writing to or verbally shared with the Company/Service Provider in connection with this Request for EOI is to be treated as strictly confidential. The Company/Service Provider shall not share or invoke such information to any third party without the prior written approval of PWP. This obligation shall continue after the procurement process has been completed whether or not the Company/Service Provider is successful.

h) PWP reserves the right to accept or reject any Application, and to cancel the procurement process and reject all Applications, at any time without thereby incurring any liability to the affected Companies/Service Providers or any obligation to inform the affected Companies/Service Providers of the ground for PWP’s action.

4. Evaluation

Applications shall be evaluated in accordance with the following criteria:
   a. Capacity to Provide Services
   b. Track Record and Experience
   c. Technical Expertise
   d. Financial Strength

Only eligible and qualified Companies based on above shall be invited to participate in the bidding/tender process.
ANNEX A: BIDDERS INFORMATION

TABLE 1 – GENERAL INFORMATION

- Name of the Company
- Year founded
- Address
- Phone Number
- Fax Number
- Email Address
- Address of Other Offices, if any
- Name and Designation of the Contact Person
- Legal Status (*Provide certified copies of Registration*)
- Registration number
- Place of Registration
- Principal place of business
- VAT Registration number

*Provide certified copies*

TABLE 2 – COMPANY EXPERIENCE IN LAST THREE YEARS

- Starting Month/ Year
- Ending Month / Year
- Client
- Description of services
- Contract Amount

Remarks (*Provide documentary evidence*)

TABLE 3 – SIMILAR EXPERIENCE IN LAST THREE YEARS

- Year
- Client
- Description of works
- Contract Amount
- Remarks (*Provide documentary evidence (*)&)

Please include copies of completion certificates issued by former clients and/or performance appreciation / evaluation letters from former clients providing their contact details and approval to contact them.

TABLE 4 – ONGOING CONTRACTS

- Client
- Description of Contracts
• Location
• Amount
• % of Completion (Provide documentary evidence)

TABLE 5 - ADEQUACY OF WORKING CAPITAL

• Source of credit line
• Amount
• Remarks (Provide documentary evidence)

Please provide proof of financial competency and audited financial statements for the last three financial years.

TABLE 6 – LIST OF PERMANENTLY EMPLOYED STAFF

• Name
• Designation Qualification
• No. of Years of Experience

Provide an organizational chart and detailed CVs for key management and technical personnel in the Organization

TABLE 7 – LIST OF PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (OWNED AND HIRED)

• Description whether Owned or Leased
• Year of Manufacture

TABLE 8 – ANY OTHER INFORMATION

In addition to the required information, Companies may provide brochures and other related documents.
ANNEX B: Minimum resources

- Project Manager
- Technical Architecture Specialist
- Database Architect
- Data Architect
- Software development Manager
- Senior & junior Web developers
- Senior & junior Mobile developers
- Senior & junior .NET developer
- UI Designer & Developer
- Graphic Designer
- Data transfer advisor
- Tester - Advanced
- Quality Insurance